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UNIVART is an autonomous research organization whose primary objective is to create 

ecological consciousness through social programmes having an artistic dimension. 

UNIVART has its mission to create awareness on the all encompassing role Nature has on 

our lives and thus this organization gears itself for human welfare. 

Today’s child shall write the future of tomorrow.UNIVARTaspires to imbibe in him/her to 

feel that nature is our own mother and it is our duty to take care of her and this positive 

dimension in the development matrix of the child through an artistic medium, is 

appropriate for his /her growth. 

The medium of art through silent manifestation tells its own story and for children in their 

formative years what better medium can there be to reach them, to pass onto them the 

message of mother earth? Our mission is to set up ECO(friendly)SCHOOLS. 

We are going to bring in a decisive change in the ecological landscape as we shall invoke 

the conscience of the child ,the future of mankind ,through the perennial medium of art. 



It is noteworthy in this context that though Tagore’s primary source of poetic inspiration 

was Nature, he never kept Her confined to his works alone, but brought Her to the domain 

of realistic environmental consciousness as he celebrated, so magnificently, the planting of 

trees in Shantiniketan in 1927 and made it an annual affair. Nobel Laureate Dr. Amartya 

Sen, commenting on Tagore, noted in his book ‘BHARAT BICHITRA (The Diversity of 

India)’, that “Tagore wanted more official and unofficial promise for the protecting of the 

environment.” This clearly reflects the ecological concern on the part of India’s greatest 

poet.  

The aesthetic-artistic means through which we,on the part of UNIVART would like to attain 

our fundamental objective of instilling ecological consciousness in the students are as 

follows: 

STUDENTS ARE RAISING THEIR VOICE THROUGH CREATIVE MEDIUM TO THINK 

ABOUT CLIMATE CHANGE 

 

 

1. Painting: The essence of Nature lies in its colour. Its myriad manifestation coupled  

2. with the rich texture of forms draws the attention of the child. Hence through 

painting the child gets attuned to Nature. 

3. Craft: We at UNIVART bring out the inherent creativity of a child by introducing him 

to the world of craft and for this the raw materials that are being used are the waste 

materials of our daily use which are recycled and reshaped to attain artistic 

dimension. Some of the raw materials used are: cardboards, old magazines, junk 

mail, egg cartons, milk cartons, bubble wrap etc. 

3. Creative Writing: In this domain our central focus is to align the creative instincts of 

the child with his consciousness of Nature. 

4. Extempore: This is a unique initiative on the part of UNIVART. It promotes free-thinking 

in the students, hones public-speaking skills and develops the leadership qualities in an 

individual. The idea is to promote journalistic skills in the students who shall report any 

environmental issue in his immediate surroundings which, if found to be of abiding interest 

by the apex body of the UNIVART team, shall find its way to the representative state bodies. 

The whole initiate is to train certain students from each school as eco-journalists who shall, 

on a regular basis, take part in the environmental campaign organized by the school and 

shall also pass on their skill to others in due course. 



5. T-shirt Paint: Through the vistas of colours children can out pour their thoughts on the 

T-shirtIt is a silent campaign to be conscious of the conservation of environment through 

use of natural colours. 

6. Model Making:  A sculptor gives form to life.Models on environmental preservation will 
encourage individual and group activity,building co-operation and encouraging innovation. 
 
7. Collage Making: We pass through many phases in life.The environment also has many 
phases.What better way of expressing it then collage making. Let's put the figments of 
imagination together to glorify the facets of environment. 
 
8. Eco-seminar:Experts on environmental issues whether be Scientists, Educationists, 
Sociologists, Environmentalists will be engaged in sharing their experience with the 
students and, unlike others, these seminars shall be transmuted into workshops where the 
students shall have the opportunity to work on projects with the experts under their 
guidance. 
 
9. Environmental Law: One tree equals to one life.It is a punishable offence to cut down a 
tree. Plantingtrees is a good measure that should be undertaken for the preservation of the 
environment. UNIVART solicitor or judge will enlighten the students on forest law, bio-
diversity act,national green tribunal and environmental law. 
 
10. Eco- Herbal Garden: Herbal plants have an importance of their own from the point of 
having medicinal value. Nurturing such gardens will help to spread and generate the 
interest of taking care of environment.It will be a source of interest to students eager for 
nature study. 
 
11. Parent -Ward Creative Workshop: Parents are the best teachers together with their 
wards.They are a great force who can work out towards a successful end.The aim is for 
today (parents) to lead tomorrow (wards),educating them to protect mother earth, parents 
re-life their childhood and school days memories through their workshop. 
 
12. Eco Rally: A rally is organised to spread the importance of environment conservation.It 
is a reminder that we since enjoy the bountifulness of the nature ,we should nurture it in 
return. 
 
13. Signature Campaign: "The pen is mightier than the sword'.Every signature in support 
of environment protection will be a valued asset in the preservation of the earth.Let us join 
our hands together in the mission of a Green Earth. 
 
14. Environmental Audit: It consists of the basic amenities to the students by the school 
along with the essential infrastructure,proper lighting facility,airy accommodation and a 
green eco- friendly campus.A report on the above mentioned points will be prepared by the 
UNIVART auditors after inspection.This is to inculcate environmental nurturing of the 
school for sustainable development. 



 
15. Bio-Club: Bio club will be introduced in all school.The Bio diversity board will monitor 
and train students to understand and recognise the local biodiversity.This will help in 
preparing PBR ( people biodiversity register). 
 
16. Tree Plantation Programme: Deviating from the traditional ceremonial approaches of 

tree plantation programme, where a public figure plants a tree on a particular occasion, our 

focus shall be the students themselves. Through this initiative the child is not only 

encouraged to plant more and more trees but it is also ensured that he /she shall take care 

of the life he/she has planted with such love and care. It will also act as an effective 

deterrent in him/her to cut down a tree or to do anything that shall be detrimental to 

Mother Nature.  

17. Eco-Journal:All write-ups by students on issues related to environment whether be it 

preservation, fostering or other investigative or research orientated issues shall find their 

due recognition by being published in the ECO-JOURNAL of UNIVART. 

18. UNIVART Documentary: UNIVART shall actively engage the students in preparing 

documentaries on environmental issues by educating them on the making of relevant 

documentaries. A vast resource of socio-cultural documentaries on environment is in the 

possession of the UNIVART team which shall be used as reference material for the 

teaching-learning process as well as for the honing of the skills for the students in their 

documentary-creating initiative. Once created the documentaries shall be projected in 

various social platforms with due recognition to the concerned students and the 

institutions they represent.  

To ensure that the movement initiated by UNIVART is alive and fully functional we, the 

UNIVART team, shall grant on basis of certain parameters, the status of ECO-SCHOOL to the 

institutions that show real commitmentsin their care and concern for the environment.  

UNIVART aspires to be the fourth dimension of our social existence by grooming the 

students, the future of the nation, into an active socializing force with its pledge towards 

not only the protection of the Mother Nature and preserving its worth but also to create a 

state of being where there exists no threat whatsoever to Nature as such. 

 

Let the motto be:“ I DON’T WANT TO PROTECT ENVIRONMENT. I WANT 

TO CREATE A WORLD WHERE THE ENVIRONMENT DOESN’T NEED 

PROTECTION”. 
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                                                     CRAFT BY WASTE PRODUCTS 

TOTAL PARTICIPANTS- 100,000 

THIS IS ONE OF THE LARGEST  ENVRONMENTAL AWARENESS SUMMITS IN INDIA 
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